
Abstract: Production rates, as well as the mass spectrum, are given for Dirac Magnetic Monopole Pairs, 

at the large Hadron Collider (LHC), having masses M
patrS 200 GeV for ../s =3.5 Tev/beam and ..J's= 

7Tev/beam. These rates are calculated for the initial luminosity Lin
= 10n cm·2 sec-, and the proposed 

upgraded luminosity Lhlgh = 2x1034 cm •2 sec •1
• Dirac Magnetic Monopoles pairs will be produced at the

LHC via two possible processes; a) the Drell-Yan Process and b) a new and extremely rare process, which 

we are proposing here which takes place at these very high energies and predominantly occurs at the 

higher luminosity Lhigh where energy from P+P� P+P+ r is deposited in the interaction region forming 

sub-nuclear matter, from the destabilized vacuum, which is subsequently trapped in the envelope 

formed by the combination of the proton beams and the vacuum, hence allowing the process Y*7 M+M 

to take place. At the high energies at the LHC since we are creating the conditions that were present 

during the early universe the vacuum reacts to the tremendous amount of energy deposited, in the 

interaction region, by this process, and tries to envelope it similar to the way that matter fights back 

when an electromagnetic field propagates through it or an electric circuit fights back by creating 

resistance when an electric charge flows through it. rt is also well known that the bare charge and bare 

mass of the proton is infinite, necessitating the somewhat artificial procedure of renormalization which 

may really just be a manifestation of the vacuum having formed an envelope around the bare particle 

(proton in this case) as a reaction to its infinite charge. A rich harvest of magnetic monopole pairs should 
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be observed at the above energies and luminosities for t=6.31x107 sec. specifically we conclude that if 1 

in 1019 collisions contribute to process b) then for M
pair= 200 GeV, Lin =10 33 cm·2 sec"1 and t=6.31x101 

sec #pairs n1
=1; for L in = (2 to 2.S)x1033cm 2sec ·1• M

patr= 200GeV and t= 6.3lxl07sec. 

# pairs n1 =3; for M
p
atr= 200 GeV, Lhigh and t (as stated above),# pairs n1 = 23 with 16 pairs 

coming from Drell-Yan and 7 coming from process b); at "5= 14 TeV (i.e. 7 TeV/beam}, Lhtgh and 

M
patr= 200 GeV, # of pairs nz = 8 all coming from process b). Hence we predict that if at .fs= 7 

Tev/beam we observe any magnetic monopoles of mass M
p
alr= 200 GeV, at all, this indicates that the 

new process b) has taken place. 

PACS 12.90-Miscellaneous Theoretical Ideas and Models. 

PACS.14.80.HV-Magnetic Monopoles 

I. Introduction

When James Clerk Maxwell originally formulated the field equations of electrodynamics he felt that 

the equations should not only be completely symmetrical in the electric and magnetic fields, but 

should also be symmetric in the electric and magnetic charge. 111 JJ. Thompson 121 also assumed that

magnetic charges exist and he formulated a model of a magnetic charge coupled to an electric charge 

which has come to be known as HThompson's Dipole". The total angular momentum per unit volume 

that Thompson's Dipole has is given by 

Where � total angular momentum carried by Thompson Dipole, V'E. volume of sphere centered at field
Pt., eE electric charge, gE magnetic charge.

I • • 
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The total angular momentum l is given by 

L= /.la eg. 
4Jl' 

(2) 

P.A.M. Dirac<3) proposed that the total angular momentum is quantized: 

l"o eg = 4n 

Rescaling n 

·b
eg= n-

2

nr. 

2 

(4) 

And in natural units with n' =1 

(3) 

We arrive at the conventional form of the Dirac quantization condition: 

�5) 

Condition (5) is very useful in the elucidation of the concept of both electric and magnetic charge 

quantization. Simply speaking if one type of charge is quantized then the other is also.In this paper we 

will treat magnetic monopole pair production at the LHC for 

Proton beams where ..fi= 3.S Tev/ bean and,/s= 7 Tev/beams at L1n a:l033cm·2 sec ·1and the proposed

upgraded luminosity lhtgh = 2><1034 cm ·2 sec · 1•
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In previous researches we have examined magnetic monopole pair production at the CERN ISR 141 and at

BNL's Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider tsi {RHIC) with searches proposed at RHIC to take place in the not 

too distant future. 

We predict that the magnetic monopole pairs produced at the LHC will have masses M
patrS 200 GeV. 

Specifically our results for magnetic monopole pair production rates are as follows: a.) for Lin=1033 cm·2

sec·1, M
patr= 200 GeV and ../s=7 TeV and t= 6.31x107 sec,# pairs< 1 and it should be noted that we

more than likely will not see a magnetic monopole pair production event (at pair 200 Gev) until L,n a: {2. 

To 2.S)x 1031 cm·2 sec ·1 where we will then see 2 pairs(# pairs=2); b) at maximal luminosity Lhigh=

2x1014 cm·2 sec ·1, ../s=7 TeV and t= 6.3lx107sec we should see 16 pairs (#pairs=16) c) at vs= 14 TeV 

{ie.7 TeV/beam) and Lhigh• # pairs= 8 (M
pair

= 200 GeV) from process b). 

The central purpose of this paper is to amplify the information conta·ined in the abstract.

In section 2 we define the distribution functions that we will use for process a) and in section 3 we 

review and apply the Drell-Yan Mechanism to P+P7 r+x where y:t.7 M+M. 

In section 4 we introduce a new process P+P7P+P+ Y*, where Y* is anomalous energy deposited in the 

interaction region ,and calculate the cross section for "f*7 M+M. 

In section 5 the mass spectrum is given for the Drell-Yan and the new process and production rates are 

tabulated for both processes for the various energies and luminosities. A discussion of the results then 

concludes this paper. 
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2·. Diatrib1"ion /v'IKJtio-M t1t.at we will u88. - We will use the dynamioa.l 
QOD distributions :C�) 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

a) Up quark

I zU.(�, Q•) :tJff I .A,(1 � m)"1 

1-1

I t/ = 0.6 + 0.0084i 0.02005i1

i A,= 5.496, 
A1 = -0.822, 

I '11 =
3 

+ 
0.79�i' 

1Ja = 'l + 84:.6 I , 

A1 = 3.84:4:,
�= 0.460,

'TJ• = 5 - 0.384:i, 
71, = 9 - S.881 i . 

b) Dovm quark

(1.3) 

'7 = 0.5 - 0.101 'l i + 0.0189 i' , 
• .41 = 2.332,
C 

I 
A. = - a.657 ,

1
111 = 4+0.973�,
f}, = 7 - 0.3898, 

o) 1l � i � • � I • E

Ai= 1.907, 
.A,= 0.774, 

'l• = 6�1.383i, 
'I•= 9 - 2.04:2i. 

I �{•, 0') ::a A.{l - •)"' + A,,(1 - •)•' + B, up [- O,c],
..t.,- .A�•1+ ..t.�*J + Ar'P' 

_.., + 1111 + 1111• 

1 "' - .,. ,,, '11 • l � :a .A,�011 + .A,�IU'j' I 

I .,: _ .,�1,1 + .,�u, 1 + '1:ia11• , 

B, - B'f 1 + 11/''I' • 
1. 0, -11."+ (F.'I + �1P.
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cl) Ol"°" 4il&riktion 

(�,U) �(#1 Q•) - A_(l a) .. + .A1(l - :) ... + B, up(- O,:r] 

where for (2.3) and (2,4) 

al 

..... 0.0 
AU) 0.02n 
J.111 -o.oota
A'III 0.0319 
Aot&I -0.0011 
.,,. ,.aue
,f1l O.k!I
it .. 0.1015
,, .... 10.teoa
.,,u, 1.18111 
t(III 0.0011 
B'II -0.0100
Bill 0.0.81
GIil 19.11311 
aw 3.Wa 
(JIU l.Hll 

o.o

0.1111 
-o.0680

0.1137 
- O.lOll

UHi
u•as 

-0.0141 
1.81111 
I.IOIO 
0.,1111 
l,'fltO 

-0.01411 
29.1311 

-UHi
3.8731

Ob.ooaing "- - 0.2111 we aee that i -1.11 The up•qaark diatriba'1ooa 
become 

=Q,(:r1 Q•) - �·'""(�.,98(1 ::i:)' ... '"- 3.8',(1 - ::i:)1 ·""' -
- 0.822(1 - ::r)II.UI + 0,,6(1 :r)I.U-) 

The down-quark cli1�tiution.1 beoome 

zd,(cz,1 Q•) - z', .. Ull{2.S32(1 - ,r)UH + 1,907(1 - z)l,UI +

+ 3.851(1 - 11)1.111 + 0.17'(1 - ::i:)1-'111) 

The strange a.nd sea quark distributiona become 

�(a:, Q1) = 0.01960(1 - a,) l,UI + 0.042(1 - a:)11.11I + 0.048� 8%p ( - 35.525:,;] •

Gluon dietribution

  xG(x, Q2
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3. The Drell-Van Process

In past works we have dealt with the Drell-Van process in p.p collisions and the reader is referred to 

those works<7)(B) . Here we will just summarize the results of these works so as not to be redundant.We

are considering the process P+P7 )'*+X where Y* is a virtual photon which subsequently decays into 

M+M (i.e. magnetic monopole pairs). 

The sub�process of relevance to the Drell•Van mechanism is q+q7 )'*+X . 

These processes are illustrated in Figure 1.a) and b) .. 

+X
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+X

Filure 1. •) The Orell·Y•n Process P + P-+ r· -+ M +ii• x. Here P: • proton, r·= • virtu,I photon, 

M(M):: • Mqnetic Monopole{Anti-Monopo�) ind X: •nything; b) The Drell·Y•n sub-process 

q • q -+ y• -+ M + M + X is very mporti1nt for Mignet1c Monopole �ir production. Here qtq} ! • 

qU¥k(•nt1-qUMk). AM other c»#iniuons •re the wine ,s in filure 1 •I 
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p + p-+ p + p + y • -+ M + M where y· � M + M . (4.1) 

Figure 2 gives a schematic of the Roberts model of this very rare process. The basic idea behind this 

new process is as follows: Consider two very highly energetic proton beams incident upon each other 

(situation one of figure 2a). Renormalization theory tells us that the bare charge of the proton is infinite 

and must be shielded by a photon cloud to give us the physical charge which has the value e= 1.6 x10-19

coul. Looking at situation one, however, notice that the protons are extremely energetic and moving at 

extremely high speed through the physical vacuum which, we hypothesize, tends to form tubes around 

the protons to impede the flow of charge through it. The vacuum polarizes due to the tremendous rate 

of charge flowing thru it. Also note that in figure 2a) the region in front of the two protons is not yet 

connected by the flux tubes since charge has not entered that region. In figure 2b) which Is situation 

two, note that the flux tubes formed by the flow of charge, form the proton beams, and the breakdown 

of the vacuum have connected. The sub-nuclear matter due to the vacuum polarization is also clearly 

within the flux tube. 
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a) 

b) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Situation one 

7 
Polarization of vacuum 

Situation two 

0 0 ° 

00 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 
0 0 0 

0 

0 

00 0

0
0 

0 

trivial amount of polarization here 
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Situation three 

c) 
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D) Situation four

y*7 M +M + X

t:0 10 T0

M+M +X

Incident upon Heh other The dyNmlCil 11.cuum po&Mlz8 to form tubfi dw to the uttr;a h!lh r;ate of 

flow of bare char&e; b) S.tu;ation Two. The tubes ha11e bec:ome one tunnel and the penetrition of the 

qu;arks of one proton into the other gives • nesligible contribution to the polanz;ation; c) S.tu;ation 

Thrtt. As the protons leave the interiCtion region the flux tube clo58 around the �rsely conti1ned ind 

moderitely ener&etlc qu;an.-gluon plisma forming an en11ek>pe; di Situation Four. The process 

r · � M • ii .- X takes place in the new mtefilction region. If this newly theoriz� process occurs in 

1 in 10 1 .. coll1S10ns Ml �n,-'e 511,..1 will occur it .. s • 17 •7 •14tT� 
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In this model (The Roberts Model) the flux tube serves the purpose of shielding the rest of the universe 

from the proton's bare charge. This is necessary only when other production mechanisms (such as Drell

Yan) are not present. When other mechanisms are present the tubes dissolve, no longer being 

necessary. 

Next consider figure 2c) (situation three): 

Here the protons are exiting the interaction region and are much less energetic so that normal vacuum 

processes are taking place via the photon clouds familiar from Renormalization Theory. The flux tubes 

close around the subnuclear matter left from the vacuum polarization forming an envelope around the 

new interaction region, ever tightening, 

allowing the process y • -.. M + M + X to take place. 

If the process outlined in this section takes place in 1 out of 1019 collisions, (it is very rare indeed), then

. ,;:;total
magnetic monopoles should be observed at v;;:, : (7 +7) Tev or 14 Tev. 
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Calculation of cross-section for"'(*7 M+M+X 

In this process Y* is the anomalous energy deposited in the interaction region largely from the vacuum 

polarization process and marginally from the proton beams (since the protons are moving too quickly to 

deposit much energy). From previous researches<4.s.7 ,e) in order to produce magnetic monopoles 

having Mpairs200 GeV then T0 :: 4 GeV and E0:S 40 Gevf tm3 (see chart #1) where I am modeling this

production process by thermal production. The Thermal Production cross-section is given by: 

- M 2 
-X E 

C1therma1 (Y" -+ M + M + X) :: 15.2- exp[---L....!!!.!!:!.) (Gev-2) (4.2) 
XF 2Ta YB 

Note: Here e-0 = 10 T0 XF = 1.6, Emax = 30 ,y8 =..!!!....,Yo = 30 and YF = 2. ' 
2YF 

When these values are used this yields the following results: 

a (y"�M+M +X) = /\cube 663x10-23cm2 thermal 

Where /\tube= probability for flux tube to form. 

(4.3) 

However it should be noted this is an extremely rare process which we hypothesize to take place only 

in 1 out of 1019 collisions. Hence we see that /\tube =10-19.
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Therefore we see that at LHC energies our guestimate gives : 

O'chermal( y• "? M + M + X) = 6.63 X 10-42 cm.2 (4.4) 

and should solve the dessert problem for magnetic monopole production at higher energies. It should 

b r.,:total 
also be noted that /\tu I! should increase with vS . Large mass muon pairs should also obey this 

effect. At lower energies conventional renormalization effects are able to keep pace with the protons in 

the proton beams, but aren't able to do so at the extreme energies of the LHC, thus necessitating the 

new process. 

The number 10.19 is offundamental significance to the new process because it has another physical 

interpretation: The Electromagnetic Force Interaction Time, which we interpret to be the formation 

time of the photon cloud, is tem=10"19 sec. Hence we see that according to our flux tube formalism

a flux tube must form in under 10· 19 sec or the photon cloud will form. 

For the electromagnetic force, in our universe, to turn on it must be renormalized by the photon 

cloud. So at energies present at t�e LHC 1o·H sec is the time for the photon cloud to form and .the 

electromagnetic force therefore to be switched on. The question Is, then, is it possible for the flux tubes, 

necessary for process b}, to form? To examine this question the cross-section of a flux tube Is 

a11ux tubl!= 1.25 x 10-15 cm2 and Lin = 1033rnC2 sec, and we will use the following values:

Lnlgh= 2 x 1034cm-2sec-1 and tem s 10-19 sec. Now n11uxtube= the number of flux tubes created

And Is given by: 

nflw: tube = O'ftux tube f L dtem (4.5}
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Now n
flux tube == 0 for Ltn even when tem = 10-19 sec. At LHigh and for tem= 4.0 x 10-20 sec 

1tr1ux tube =l.

In the first case the photon cloud will be produced pre-empting the flux tube, while in the 2"d case 

(at lHigh) the flux tube will be created with 6.0 x 10-20 
sec to spare. It should be noted that in this 

model the existence of the flux tube and photon cloud are mutually exclusive. While one exists the 

other cannot. We conclude therefore that at LHC energies and LHigh , flux tubes will be created making 

process b.) possible. 

5. Results, Conclusion and Discussion

The results for the mass spectrum for Drell-Yan and production rates for both Drell-Yan and the new 

process b) are given in the table below. 

In this table� 

n1 : # magnetic monopole pairs produced assuming L=L,n= 2.Sx1013 cm·2 sec

n2
= magnetic monopole pairs produced assuming L=L h,st,. 2.0x1034 cm·1sec

where t=6.3x107 sec is running time for beams. 

•in the n1 and/or n2 column indicates particle production from process b.)

From the table below we see that at high energies and large masses production rates and the mass 

spectrum fall off dramatically. The new process P+P�P+P+ y· � M + M + X 
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Gives results at these high energies that Drell-Yan does not, leading us to the conclusion that if we see 

any magnetic monopole pairs of M
patr :::: 200 Gev then they must have come from the anomalous 

process b). 
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